avoid, typ. = 307. pronounce troops. The reader will observe that the same date or number may be signified by different words, according as vowels or consonants are made choice of to represent the figure or to begin the words with as 325, tel. or idea 154, bef or bel or elf or alo. This variety gives great room for choice, in the formation of words, of such terminations as by their uncommonness are most likely to be remembered, or by any accidental allusion or allusion they may have to their source. Thus the year of the world in which Homer is supposed to have settled in Italy is 2824, but as this may be expressed either by cheif or deido, I choose rather to join and to make the technical word Homedeido than Homedeido for a reason which is very obvious. Thus Rhigsire began his reign A.D. 1997 one thousand, being understood to be added to the year hereafter, but as this may be expressed by amow, broun, or am I make choice of the last for thus it is but calling him damn instead of one and you have time almost in his name. It is further to be observed, that y and y being